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PRESENTATION 

The curriculum for workshop training program for peer mentors, results on the GAP 

analysis and best practices. The training will include an 8 hours workshop training 

and follow up by facilitators/trainers within partner organization. The curriculum and 

training will be implemented in partner languages and adapted to the target group of 

bilingual migrant workers already with some background and experience as migrant 

workers and peers in their perspective workplaces and/or communities/community 

groups. Each partner will involve 1-3 migrant workers from each language/nationality 

group selected to be addressed by the KYR project activities and outputs. 

Facilitators of the peer training, being employees of partner’s organizations, will meet, 

at least, once a month through Skype to review curriculum development, firstly, after 

the draft curriculum has been developed by ACCIÓN LABORAL. They will hold 

periodical meetings throughout the project, in relation to pilot training and finalization 

of the curriculum. Teaching guides and its organization will be prepared for 

facilitators for the KYR peer training, including defined skills and qualifications of 

potential facilitators in countries that may in the future be interested to implement 

similar projects. 

The setup of the curriculum will be both central and local. That is central training in 

English, presented as an outline of peer training for all KYR partners as well as other 

regions/countries wanting to implement the training in a local setting. The English 

curriculum will be translated and adapted to partners countries/regions based upon 

the results from the GAP analysis and taking into consideration cultural diversity and 

composition of the perspective groups. 

A coordinating facilitator will be located in Spain as well as local facilitator in each 

partner’s country/region, plus that partners will involve relevant stakeholders and 

resources for their region, based upon established network of stakeholders. 
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LEARNING OUTCOMES 

The main objective of the curriculum is to offer migrant workers the knowledge and 

tools necessary to know their labour rights and obligations within the EU countries 

thought a training program. 

In addition, pedagogical techniques are shown and skills oriented to train learners so 

that they can become peer trainers, and transmit the knowledge acquired about the 

labour market and the rights and obligations of workers to other members of their 

community. 

The emphasis of the curriculum is therefore focused on disseminating knowledge 

about supporting migrant workers, mentoring approaches and how to present key 

issues of interest to migrant workers about their rights in relation to: 

 

⎯ Employment contracts. 

⎯ Minimum wages, taxes and payroll expenses. 

⎯ Working conditions and security standards. 

⎯ Health care and insurance. 

⎯ Labor unions and other support organizations. 

 

At the end of the course, learners will have acquired the necessary knowledge to 

understand globally what their rights and obligations are related to the EU labour 

market, and more specifically, the labour rights and obligations in the country in 

which they reside. In addition, they will feel empowered to teach this knowledge to 

other members of their community, helping to spread more knowledge about labour 

rights among the migrant population.  
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INTRODUCTION: HOW TO BECOME A GOOD PEER TRAINER 

When a training action begins, the program must be thoroughly prepared, the purpose 

and objectives set for developing the activity must be known. 

It is considered important to build on experience in order to "choose" the theoretical 

contents, activities and practices to be implemented during the learning process. You 

should inquire about the background and characteristics of the learners with whom 

you are going to share experiences, knowledge, experiences, etc., during the days in 

which the training is going to take place. 

When starting the training it is important to think that you are prepared; even to adjust 

the program based on the partial results that the learners are obtaining. You must be 

aware of the strengths and weaknesses that you have as a trainer. 

However, when the activity begins, the mise-en-scène, it is the moment in which we 

are going to demonstrate whether all that previous work that has been done with 

care, dedication and technique is valid. 

On one size is the curriculum, the own means and resources. On the other, there is 

the group in the training situation; with people and individuals who come - just like the 

trainer - with prior knowledge and ideas about the course they are going to take. 

It is time to get to know each other, to start and start the learning machinery. This first 

moment is the most important, the subsequent success, the performance and results 

obtained will depend on the atmosphere that is achieved at the beginning of the 

training action. 
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CONDITIONS THAT FACILITATE LEARNING 

⎯ IT IS MORE EFFECTIVE THE MORE ACTIVE 

⎯ IT IS MORE EFFECTIVE THE MORE PARTICIPATORY 

⎯ IT IS CONSOLIDATED BY PUTTING KNOWLEDGE INTO PRACTICE 

⎯ UNDERSTANDING MAKES IT EASIER 

⎯ REPETITION CONSOLIDATES IT 

 

AN ATMOSPHERE MUST BE GENERATED IN THE TRAINING SPACE THAT: 

⎯ ENCOURAGE BEING ACTIVE 

⎯ FAVORS THE PERSONAL NATURE OF LEARNING 

⎯ RECOGNIZE THE CONCEPT THAT BEING DIFFERENT IS HUMAN 

⎯  ACCEPT THE RIGHT TO ERROR AND TOLERATE IMPERFECTION 

⎯  ENCOURAGE BREADTH OF SPIRIT AND SELF-CONFIDENCE 

⎯  STIMULATE AND ALLOW THE GENERATION OF IDEAS 

⎯  FACILITATE DISCOVERY 

⎯  PROMOTE COLLABORATIVE SELF-EVALUATION 
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Some strategies to promote learner motivation and that help create an 

appropriate atmosphere: 

⎯ Know the learner; their individual characteristics and their interaction with the 

group. Explore their motivations and expectations to relate them to learning. 

⎯ Report the meaning of learning, its impact on the world of work; advise and 

guide; relate the learning to the experiences of the learners and the context 

they live. 

⎯ Formulate clear, concrete objectives and link them with the interests of the 

learners so that they perceive their importance and understand in which 

direction they are going. 

⎯ Attend to learners individually: assess their desire to learn, keep them 

informed about their progress, skills, difficulties and guide them to improve or 

overcome them. 

⎯ Create a climate of trust, participation and respect in the group. 

⎯ Promote initiative, creativity and cooperation. 

⎯ Plan the learning sequences and practical activities linked to the socio-

occupational reality. 

⎯ Ask for and value results. 
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PEDAGOGICAL METHODOLOGIES 

All training activities pursue the learning of certain contents and the achievement of 

certain objectives. However, not all actions are equally effective. This is because each 

training action pursues different objectives and requires the implementation of a 

different methodology. 

The effectiveness of many training plans is that they are developed using two or three 

different methods. This integrative approach is essential if you want to achieve a 

useful training proposal. 

a) Exhibition methods 

They are characterized by the clarity in the presentation of the information to the 

learners and are supported by the oral presentation of one or more experts in the 

content of the didactic unit or topic that is exposed (conference, symposium, panel, 

round table, etc.). 

What should the trainer do? 

⎯ Inform learners at the beginning of each didactic act about the objectives to be 

achieved, together with the content to be addressed. 

⎯ Summarize the essential points of the day, of the Didactic Units and of the 

Modules as a way of reinforcing the concepts and contents. 

⎯ Use examples, experiences and redound and influence the most important 

aspects 

These methods, if not alternated with less directed ones, tend to promote superficial 

learning, which does not favor the acquisition of technical or practical skills. 

b) Methods based on practical demonstration 

In training in which the acquisition of practical skills and abilities is necessary for the 

performance of the job, these are the methods that will find the most applicability. The 

aim is for learners to learn through practical and coordinated demonstration 
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processes of tasks (demonstration workshops, laboratory research, social research, 

etc.) 

What should the trainer do? 

⎯ State the objectives clearly 

⎯ Explain the activity with the breakdown of tasks 

⎯ Trainer´s demonstration 

⎯ Each learner performs the task 

c) Methods in which the teacher and the learners actively intervene in the construction 

of learning 

Interrogative methods, in which the communication between trainer-learner is based 

on the formulation of questions by the trainer. It is used in those training actions 

where the participants already master the knowledge under study, focusing on the 

interest in the participants becoming agents of their own training, through personal 

research, contact with the reality under study and the experiences of the working 

group. 

What should the trainer do? 

⎯ Define the objectives of the activity before beginning. 

⎯ Raise problem situations. 

⎯ Answer the learners' questions to help the discovery process, but without 

solving the problem. 

⎯ Ensure that at the end of the process the procedure for solving the problem 

and the different solutions are clearly described. 

d) Methods based on group work 

The peculiarity of these methods is the active participation of the group of learners, 

harmonized with prior planning and carried out under the direction of a person with 

the necessary skills for this purpose. 
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SKILLS OF A TRAINER  

Below are some of the main skills that a trainer should have, but the correct 

functioning of the training will not only depend on it, since there are many factors that 

will alter the proposed planning. If the trainer has the majority of these skills, it will 

be easier to create a good atmosphere in the classroom and efficient communication 

between the trainer and the learners. 

1. Effective oral communication  

It is the competence to hear, understand and value emphatically information, ideas 

and opinions that other person communicates, being able to assertively feedback the 

communicative process. 

Requirements: 

a) Verbal and non-verbal interaction 
b) Speaking capability 
c) Presenting 
d) Active listening 

 

2. Active listening 

Ability to listen not only what the person is expressing directly, but also the feelings, 

ideas or thoughts that underlie what is being said. 

Requirements: 

a) Understand communication from the point of view of the speaker. 
b) Learn to listen between the "lines". 
c) Do not adopt a hostile or emotional attitude while listening. 
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3. Decision making 

Capacity to choose among several alternatives, those that are more viable for the 

achievement of the objectives, based on an exhaustive analysis of the possible effects 

and risks as well as possibilities of implementation according to priority and in a 

timely manner. 

Requirements: 

a) Define the problem. 
b) Establish or Enumerate all the criteria (constraints). 
c) Consider or Collect all the alternatives. 
d) Identify the best alternative. 

 

4. Energy 

Ability to create and maintain an indicated activity rhythm. It shows control, endurance 

and the ability to work hard. 

Requirements: 

a) Be always active. 
b) Do the tasks with dynamism. 
c) Show enthusiasm for new challenges. 

 

5. Enthusiasm 

It is the energy and the disposition that one has to carry out a work, filled by a 

positivism and unique optimism, under the conviction and the necessary dynamism 

oriented towards the achievement of a particular objective. 

Requirements: 

a) Speaks positively 
b) Ables to modify the environment. 
c) Likes to grow. 
d) Takes advantage of opportunities. 
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6. Interpersonal communication 

Ability to generate and maintain an adequate flow of communication between the 

members of the group or organization, using the different channels that are required 

in each case and favour the establishment of mutually beneficial relationships. 

Requirements: 

a) Manners 
b) Politeness 
c) Respectful and Friendly 
d) Kindness and Sociability 

 

7. Leadership 

Ability to lead people and make them contribute effectively and adequately to the 

achievement of objectives. Commit to the development of its collaborators, their 

evaluation and the utilization of their potential and individual 

Requirements: 

a) Set goals, transmit them and perform adequate follow-up in this regard. 
b) Listens to others and is listened to. 
c) Motivates the group to achieve the objectives. 
d) Usually sought for advice 

 

8. Management capacity  

Ability to manage tasks and processes in charge quickly and reliably; making use of 

the resources and dynamism necessary for the achievement of the objectives. 

Requirements: 

a) Defines tasks in advance, avoiding unforeseen events. 
b) Plains resources. 
c) Gets the best out of your coworkers. 
d) It adapts quickly to changes that may arise.  
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UNIT 1: EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTS 

CONTEXTUALIZATION 

An employment contract is an agreement between an employer and a worker 

whereby he offers his services to the employer in exchange for a salary. 

Any employment relationship between an employer and a worker must be 

documented through a contract. This represents an agreement by which the worker, 

in exchange for remuneration, offers certain services to the employer under his 

control and direction. 

The employment contract supposes rights and obligations for both the worker and the 

employer. 

The law allows formalizing an employment contract both orally and in writing. 

The employment relationship ends when the employment contract is void. This can 

happen when the employer decides, unilaterally, the termination of said contract, 

either invoking a cause or not. The worker, in this case, is fired. Another possibility is 

the termination of the employment contract, which implies the disappearance of the 

agreed obligations and rights. 
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1. What does it mean to have an employment contract? 

Having an employment contract means having all the rights, responsibilities, duties 

and employment conditions that make up the legal relationship between an employer 

and employee. Usually, all kind of employment contracts can include terms which, are 

legally binding, for example: the employer’s duty to pay the employee wages, or the 

duty of the employee of not getting late to the workplace.  

It has to be taken into account that different kinds of contract apply, depending on the 

employment status of the individual. Because of that, it is key to determine correctly 

the employment status of the person you are going to hire before drafting the 

employment contract. 

An employment contract has to include and clarify several points regarding to the 

data of it: 

✓ Name and address of employer and employee 

✓ Start and duration of employment 

✓ Type of activity and description of its tasks 

✓ Workplace location 

✓ Remuneration amount (usually gross salary) 

✓ Composition of said remuneration (base salary and supplements if any) 

✓ Workday 

✓ Holidays 

✓ Deadlines for terminating the employment contract 

✓ Reference to applicable collective agreements or company or service 

agreements 

It is very important that the contract clarifies all this information for both sides, 

especially, for the employee.  
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2. Types of employment contract 

There are several types of employment contracts that must be taken into account to 

make clear the status of the employee and its relation with the company: 

a. Permanent employment contract 

This kind of contracts are for employees who work regular hours and count on 

a regular salary or hourly rate. Permanent employment contracts are ongoing 

until terminated by either the employer or employee. On these contracts, 

employees can enjoy full range employment rights.  

There are two types of permanent employment contracts: 

Full time contracts 

This contract is the most common type of contract, these employees usually 

work a full week of around 35 hours or more. 

Part time contracts 

The contract for part-time workers is similar to those who have a full-time 

contract, with more emphasis on the number of hours worked and how 

overtime is handled, but can have the same stability as the full-time ones. 

b. Fixed-term employment contract 

This kind of contracts already have a start and end date, for example six 

months or one year. Fixed-term employees have protection and can count on 

the same rights as permanent employees. Employers cannot offer them less 

favourable conditions because they’re fixed-term instead permanent 

employees. 

c. Casual employment contract 

This kind of contracts are indicated for situations where the employee commit 

to work with the company, but the company has no certainty about how many 

hours will be able to offer to the employee each week and cannot guarantee a 

regular working pattern. Casual employment contracts should specify the 

minimum number of working hours that you foresee to offer to the employee 

each week approximately. 
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d. Apprentice and trainee employment contracts 

Apprentice and trainee contracts, completed and signed, are used to register 

the period of learning on the company.  

 

3. Self-employment 

Self-employment is an activity in which a person creates his own job and decides 

to be his own boss, and this can be done, among other ways, through the creation 

of his own business or a digital venture. 

This kind of employment means that the person creates his own job, using his own 

capital, effort and ingenuity to work independently. 

We could say that every day more people decide choosing this path and undertake 

business or jobs, which not only allows them to be more independent but also 

offers them the opportunity to generate income without having to leave their 

homes. 

There are several advantages and disadvantages to take into account regarding self-

employment. 

ADVANTAGES: 

✓ It is an attractive way to get out of unemployment. 

✓ When you are self-employed you become your own boss, you work for 

yourself pursuing your own interests. 

✓ It offers the possibility of working from home and organizing your time 

according your needs 

✓ It allows obtaining greater benefits and economic profitability. 

✓ Entrepreneurs who are self-employed over time obtain social, professional 

prestige and greater personal satisfaction. 

✓ It is the basis for becoming an entrepreneur. 

✓ With discipline it is possible to obtain great benefits 
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DISDVANTAGES 

✓ Although one of the advantages of working on your own it is also true that you 

do not have fixed hours and  it is important to note that unlike a normal job you 

must dedicate as much time as possible, since success depends only on you 

and your effort. 

✓ There is always the possibility that the project will fail 

✓ You will not be able to blame your boss for the problems. 

✓ If you don't work you don't make money. 

✓ The beginnings are usually difficult. 

Some examples and ideas for self-employment could be creating a start-up, working 

as freelancer, open a face to face business, offer consultancy advice on a topic of your 

expertise, creating an e-commerce… 

In any case, self-employment is an important element of the labour market, since the 

creation of own employment can be added to that of the workers needed to carry out 

the activity. In short, self-employment is about creating your own job. 

EXERCISES 
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UNIT 2: MINIMUM WAGES, TAXES AND PAYROLL EXPENSES 

CONTEXTUALIZATION 

The objective of the minimum wage is protecting workers against unfairly low pay. 

They help ensure a just and equitable share of the fruits of progress to all, and a 

minimum living wage to all who are employed and in need of such protection. 

Some of the advantages of a minimum wage exists in a country are: Boosting of 

productivity, reduce of the income inequality, spurring of economic growth, promotion 

of education and self – employment and improving employee retention. 

1. What is the minimum wage and how is it structured? 

The International Labour Organization defines the minimum wage as "the 

minimum amount of remuneration that an employer is obliged to pay its 

employees for the work they have done during a certain period."  

 

The annual adjustment to the minimum wage that occurs around an agreement 

between the leaders of trade unions, representatives of the production unions 

and the National Government, is a crucial decision for the finances of all 

citizens, since this increase also influencing the financial readjustment of the 

personal finances of them, has a lot to do with the increase in the prices of 

products and services. 

 

There are countries where there is no minimum wage, the market rules, this 

minimum wage may exist through collective bargaining but not by state 

regulation, as in countries that do count on this minimum wage. In the 

European Union, of the 28 member states, 22 have an SMI, which ranges from 

286 euros in Bulgaria to 2,071 euros in Luxembourg, according to data from the 

Community Statistical Office (Eurostat). Denmark, Italy, Cyprus, Austria, 

Finland and Sweden, by contrast, lack an interprofessional minimum wage. 
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The wage is composed, on the one hand, of the so-called "base salary" that 

remunerates the work provided by the worker based on the time worked, or 

the work carried out and. 

On the other hand, the second part of the wage is the "salary supplements" 

that are added to the "base salary" and is destined to special circumstances or 

conditions of the worker. 

 

Regarding the salary supplements, there are several types included in the 

wage: 

✓ Personal supplements: Seniority, languages, special knowledge 

✓ Supplements of job and by quality or quantity of work 

✓ Supplements in kind 

✓ Supplements of company situation and results 

 

 

2. What kind of taxes do I have to pay as a worker? 

Mostly, there are two types of taxes paid by the worker. Payroll tax and income 

tax are separate groups, but you need to know both in order to withhold 

employment taxes. 

 

✓ Payroll tax: This tax is destined to Social Security and Medicare taxes. 

Payroll tax is an employer-employee tax, that means both the employer 

and the employee will contribute to it. 

 

✓ Income Tax: The income tax is a tax that governments impose on 

income generated by businesses and individuals within their 

jurisdiction. By law, taxpayers must file an income tax return annually 

to determine their tax obligations. Income taxes are a source for the 

government. These incomes are destined to fund public services, pay 

government obligations, and provide goods for citizens. 
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EXERCISES 
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UNIT 3: WORKING CONDITIONS AND SECURITY STANDARDS 

CONTEXTUALIZATION 

The International Labour Organization (ILO) established in its Declaration on 

Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and its Follow-up in 1998, that social 

progress goes hand in hand with economic progress and development, highlighting 

four principles and rights: 

• The elimination of discrimination in the workplace. 

• The abolition of child labour. 

• The elimination of forced and compulsory labour. 

• Freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining. 

 

The fact that these four principles have to be established as fundamental and at the 

present time they are not yet 100% respected, indicates that there is still work to be 

done. 

Based on these four undeniable principles, there are more issues which are important 

to attend to, regardless the company or job position.  From the moment there is an 

employment relation between employer and employee, both acquire the commitment 

to respect the other’s rights and to fulfil their obligations.  
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1. Rights and obligations of the worker 

Starting with the rights, it is important to take into account the following aspects that 

define the worker's working day: 

• Working hours. As well as knowing how the working day is structured and 

fulfilling the mandatory hours is the first step, being aware of when is 

necessary to stop is also important. Every worker has to know:  

⎯ Maximum working hours per week.  

⎯ Maximum working hours continued.  

⎯ Minimum rest between days. 

⎯ Weekly minimum rest. 

It is not unusual that these figures are not respected by employers in certain 

sectors, such as hospitality, agriculture or construction, so workers’ 

knowledge about them is fundamental for assert their rights.  

• Work calendar. Just like workers must be aware of the appropriate proportion 

of daily and weekly hours, the distribution of the annual calendar must be 

shown by the company. Every worker has to know: 

⎯ Maximum working hours per month. 

⎯ Weekly rest. 

⎯ Public holiday. 

⎯ Vacation days.  

• Overtime. Not all days are equal for work. Employees must know if overtime is 

allowed, how much is paid for that overtime and what limits or maximums they 

must abide by. 

Another important labour point to be informed about is dismissal and how the 

employment relation could end. Dismissal could be a sudden situation and it is critical 

to be aware concerning national/sectoral specifications, regulations and procedures 

about: 
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• Disciplinary dismissal. The employer, unilaterally, decides to end the 

employment relation due to a serious breach of the contract by the worker. 

Punctuality or indiscipline are the most common forms.  

 

• Unfair dismissal. Same concept that the previous one, but without legal 

reasons in this case. Trade unions help and support could clarify when a 

dismissal is unfair, against national regulations.  

 

• How and when dismissal is effective. How and when it has to be notified and 

how pending issues have to be managed, such as outstanding payments, 

pending vacations, etc.  

 

• How ex-worker’s unemployment situation is managed.  

It is obvious that to be able to demand these rights, it is necessary to fulfil some 

obligations that are intrinsic in the employment contract, regardless the worker’s job 

position.  

These duties have to be taken into account in terms of discipline and following the 

aspects drawn in the workers’ contract and the companies’ agreements: 

• Working hours. Punctuality, the fulfilment of the mandatory hours and the 

respect of work shifts are crucial for the satisfactory development of workers’ 

activities.  

• Hygiene, safety and risk prevention regulations. For workers, employer and 

company’s sake, these norms have to be a priority at all times.  

• Obeying direct and indirect requests of a supervisor. Indiscipline could lead in 

this case to different kind of sanctions and, at last step, to a disciplinary 

dismissal.  

• Respecting the contract’s appointments. Reviewing them before sign the 

contract is also important because contracts define any worker’s duties and 

rights.  
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2. Safety at work 

Safety at work is a right and a duty for both workers and employers and must always 

be present regardless the sector, company or job function.  

Safety is an occupational risk prevention discipline; whose objective is the creation 

and application of measures and procedures for eliminating or reducing the risk of 

accidents derived from work.  

Each company is a workplace that must keep the rules and have optimal conditions 

for employees for being able to carry out their work activities in the best possible way 

and with the greatest security. 

Although the regulations differ from one Member State from another, their 

foundations are common and share the same pillars. Thus, the following aspects must 

be clear for every worker in every job position: 

• Keeping track concerning your job position rights and responsibilities. 

Knowing the necessary safety procedures of your role, being informed of the 

changes that are made in the specific countries’ regulations, as well as be 

involved in your own safety promote a good and environment at work. 

• Receiving job orientation and training concerning your workplace and job 

position risks. Every company must have training workers specialized in 

occupational risk prevention to ensure workers have the adequate knowledge 

to carry out their activities safely and effectively.   
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• Identifying the possible risks at your workplace. It is important to identify the 

types of risks that your job position could involve, as well as knowing the 

correct reporting and communication procedures for possible risks or 

accidents.  

 

• Having a specific equipment for the development of your activities. If 

necessary, is employer’s obligation to provide workers with the appropriate 

equipment and tools – Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) – as well as is 

workers’ obligation to demand and to use it properly.   

In addition to keeping in mind our obligations and rights regarding safety in the 

workplace, every employee must have an in-depth knowledge of what they are 

exposed to while carrying out their work. The following charts show the most 

common type of risks, those related to accidents and those which could have 

consequences on employees’ health.  

It is essential that every worker have complete and specific information on: 

 

WORKING SITUATIONS WHICH COULD CAUSE AN ACCIDENT 

REGARDING WORK EQUIPMENT REGARDING WORK ACTIVITIES 

⎯ UNGUARDED MACHINERY 

⎯ MOVING VEHICLES/MACHINERY 

⎯ SPARE PARTS 

⎯ FACILITIES IN POOR CONDITION 

⎯ LIFTING HEAVY WEIGHT 

⎯ HEIGHT 

⎯ ENCLOSED SPACES 

⎯ SUDDEN MOVEMENTS 
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WORKING SITUATIONS WHICH COULD IMPACT ON HEALTH 

REGARDING CHEMICALS REGARDING PHYSICAL AGENTS 

⎯ LACK OF OXYGEN 

⎯ INHALATION, INGESTION AND 

ABSORPTION OF MATERIALS 

HAZARDOUS TO HEALTH 

⎯ EXTREME TEMPERATURES 

⎯ NOISE 

⎯ POOR LIGHT 

⎯ RADIATION 

REGARDING ERGONOMICS REGARDING PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS 

⎯ BAD POSTURE 

⎯ REPETITIVE MOVEMENTS 

⎯ LONG PERIODS OF STANDING  

⎯ FAST WORK PACE 

⎯ INSUFFICIENT REST 

⎯ DISCRIMINATION 

⎯ HARASSMENT 

⎯ INSULATION 

 

EXERCISES 
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UNIT 4: HEALTH CARE AND INSURANCE 

CONTEXTUALIZATION 

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), there is something call universal 

health coverage, which means that “all people and communities can use the 

promotive, preventive, curative, rehabilitative and palliative health services they need, 

of sufficient quality to be effective, while also ensuring that the use of these services 

does not expose the user to financial hardship”. 

From this definition we can deduce that: 

• All people have access to the services they need, regardless of their purchase 

power, situation or nationality because health is a fundamental human right.   

 

• It includes the full range of essential health services, from health promotion 

to prevention, treatment, rehabilitation, and palliative care. 

However, although most countries declare that healthcare is universal, it does not 

cover all groups, with many not having access even to a healthcare card or free care. 

In many cases, migrant workers find themselves in this situation, with different 

difficulties and complications, both in regular and irregular situation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Universal health care 
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Within health care we can find different services or attentions. The extent of these 

services depends directly on the specific regulations and norms of each country and, 

above all, on the situation of the migrant worker. 

• Temporary migrants from another European country. 

Thanks to the European Health Insurance Card, any person from another EU country 

has access to the necessary healthcare during a temporary stay in other European 

country, provided by the state. This service counts with the same conditions and at the 

same cost (in some countries, it is free) as people insured in that country. It is also 

important to highlight that this card is only available in the public sector, not the 

private one.  

This service can be used when migrants are in unemployment situations in their home 

European country or they have decided to move to another EU country to look for a 

job during the period they are receiving unemployment benefits. 

• Non-EU temporary migrants 

When migrants are not insured in any EU country and decide to move to another EU 

country to look for a job, the social security institutions of each will decide which 

system will cover them (probably, it would be the country they move to). 

• Migrant workers  

If the worker lives permanently in a new country (different from his/her home 

country), the state in charge of health care should be the country where the worker is 

carrying out his/her activity (the new one).   

Thanks to a regular labour situation (i. e. a legal labour contract), workers are 

registered in the social security system in the host country. Depending on each 

national regulation, that register can mean: 
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- A total coverage as native people. Even, worker’s dependants will then be 

covered by that country's social security system. 

- Different coverages based on the social security contribution or the length of 

stay: 

▪ Just emergency health care (theoretically, undeniable). 

▪ Primary health care. 

▪ Various specialities health care. 

It is important to identify the coverage given by the employment contract because in 

some cases, there are sectors/job positions which not involve health assistance or 

free health assistance.  

 

2. Workers Health Insurance 

Regarding the private sector, there exists different types of insurances for workers 

health.  

In some cases, companies offer private health insurance as a plus of the salary. These 

insurances can be complemented with the public assistance service or cover: 

• Just health care assistance 

• Reimbursement of medical expenses. 

• Compensation or subsidy. 

Sometimes they can be complemented with certain benefits of an economic nature 

(for example, with coverage for personal accidents or for the collection of a 

temporary rent, etc.) or with other additional coverage (special treatments). 

However, for a self-employed person, this type of services are often at his/her own 

expense.  
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EXERCISES 
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UNIT 5: TRADE UNIONS AND OTHER SUPPORT ORGANIZATION 

CONTEXTUALIZATION 

Unions play a relevant role in the structure of the labour market and in decision-

making around the labour rights of workers. Unions are an establishment that was 

created so that a series of workers, specially designated for it, defended their 

colleagues against possible abuses that could be carried out by the employer. 

Unions are a democratic association that can be generated freely in both the public 

and private sectors. One of its main activities is to negotiate, on behalf of its affiliates, 

issues of common interest such as wages, holidays, working conditions, licenses, etc. 

Union members must commit to pay union dues, attend meetings and join actions (for 

example, strikes) that are agreed within the organization. 

Unions elect representatives who negotiate with the employers of the organization 

where they work (be it a company or public body). This, regarding issues of interest to 

workers. This type of negotiation is called “collective bargaining” and is generally 

focused on reaching an agreement regarding the labour conditions that are offered to 

the workers during a certain period of time. This offer not only includes salary, but 

also working conditions such as hours, holidays, recognition bonuses, etc. 

In addition, there are other organizations that provide labor advice and support to 

migrant workers, offering help through services that vary from city to city depending 

on the type and number of migrant support entities that are incorporated in that 

territory. 

1. How can trade unions help migrant workers? 

Trade Unions are quite helpful to inform workers about their rights and especially in 

some cases, they can help even more the migrant workers. 
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One of the main objectives of the Trade Unions focused on migrants is the fight 

against discrimination against migrant them and, therefore, the defence of their 

interests and their social and labour rights. 

A task that some unions carry out is union action in companies through advice and 

their legal services. 

Within this support, the unions not only carry advisory work on migrants (work or 

residence authorizations, renewals, family reunification, nationality, etc.), but also 

social and union support in order to favour a more secure and effective insertion 

process. 

This aid is an instrument of contact, a gateway for the migrant population to the union, 

at the service of the organization, and an essential instrument of observation and 

knowledge of the social and labour reality of this population. 

It is also even a tool for political and institutional advocacy with the competent 

migrant agencies and effective inclusion policies. These services are usually always 

free for migrants. 

From these organizations, migrants are oriented in all those issues that may affect 

them: health, education, housing, etc. referring them to the resources and services 

offered by municipalities and various institutions and organizations.  
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2. What other organizations can help solve labour disputes? 

A labour dispute can be understood as a dispute between members of an organization 

because of differences of opinion, perception or relationship problems. 

In addition, the causes that motivate these conflicts can be of various kinds, from 

conflicts of interest to characters, going through intolerant attitudes by one of the 

parties. What they always have in common is that they occur in the workplace. 

Although is kind of difficult to find other organizations that can help to solve labour 

disputes, but we should into account that there are several types of these trade 

unions that can help more specifically with the causes and points of the issue. 

The main trade unions can be divided into: 

✓ Guild Trade Unions: These unions are made up of workers grouped by their 

profession, trade or specialty. 

✓ Company Trade Unions: These unions are made up of workers from the same 

company 

✓ Industrial Trade Unions: These are made up of workers who work in one or 

more companies in the same industrial branch. 

✓ National Industry Trade Unions: These are formed by workers who work in 

companies of the same industrial branch located in several states 

✓ Mixed Trade Unions: These are made up of workers of various professions or 

trades when the number of workers of the same profession or trade is less 

than twenty people. 

Both workers and employers have the right to create their own unions, so there are 

exclusive workers' unions and employer unions.  

EXERCISES 
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TRAINING SCHEDULE  

ONE DAY TRAINING PROPOSAL  

TASK DURATION CONTENT 

PRESENTATION 30 minutes Presentation of the project, the objective of the curriculum 

and the training and the learning outcomes 

INTRODUCTION: HOW TO 

BECOME A GOOD PEER TRAINER  

60 minutes 30´ Explanation of concepts 

30´ Practical exercises 

UNIT 1: EMPLOYMENT 

CONTRACTS  

60 minutes 30´ Explanation of concepts 

30´ Practical exercises 

COFFEE BREAK 30 minutes - 

UNIT 2: MINIMUM WAGES, TAXES 

AND PAYROLL EXPENSES  

60 minutes 30´ Explanation of concepts 

30´ Practical exercises 

UNIT 3: WORKING CONDITIONS 

AND SECURITY STANDARDS 

60 minutes 30´ Explanation of concepts 

30´ Practical exercises 

LUNCH TIME 90 minutes - 

UNIT 4: HEALTH CARE AND 

INSURANCE 

60 minutes 30´ Explanation of concepts 

30´ Practical exercises 

UNIT 5: LABOUR UNIONS AND 

OTHER SUPPORT 

ORGANIZATION, ETC. 

60 minutes 30´ Explanation of concepts 

30´ Practical exercises 

EVALUATION 30 minutes It´s time to complete the questionnaires and share doubts 

and suggestions. 
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TWO DAYS TRAINING PROPOSAL 

1st DAY 

PRESENTATION 30 minutes Presentation of the project, the objective of the curriculum 

ands training and the learning outcomes 

INTRODUCTION: HOW TO 

BECOME A GOOD PEER TRAINER 

60 minutes 30´ Explanation of concepts 

30´ Practical exercises 

COFFEE BREAK 30 minutes - 

UNIT 1: EMPLOYMENT 

CONTRACTS 

60 minutes 30´ Explanation of concepts 

30´ Practical exercises 

UNIT 2: MINIMUM WAGES, TAXES 

AND PAYROLL EXPENSES 

60 minutes 30´ Explanation of concepts 

30´ Practical exercises 

   

2nd DAY   

UNIT 3: WORKING CONDITIONS 

AND SECURITY STANDARDS 

60 minutes 30´ Explanation of concepts 

30´ Practical exercises 

UNIT 4: HEALTH CARE AND 

INSURANCE 

60 minutes 30´ Explanation of concepts 

30´ Practical exercises 

COFFEE BREAK 30 minutes - 

UNIT 5: LABOUR UNIONS AND 

OTHER SUPPORT ORGANIZATION 

60 minutes 30´ Explanation of concepts 

30´ Practical exercises 

EVALUATION 30 minutes It´s time to complete the questionnaires and share doubts 

and suggestions. 
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